The amalgam method is used to handle some so-called pushingup problems in finite groups.
Introduction.
Generally speaking, pushing-up problems in finite group theory have been posed in terms of obstructions:
Suppose S G Sylp(.P) such that no characteristic subgroup of S is normal in P. What then can we say about S? In Goldschmidt's fundamental paper [G] , he introduced what is now called the amalgam method. This was later in particular applied to a pushing-up problem by Stellmacher [S] that simplified the works of Niles [N] and Baumann [B] . So let us reformulate our pushing-up question in terms of amalgams. (See [G] for the basic definitions.) Suppose P and H axe abstract finite groups. We say P D S Ç H is a. pushing-up amalgam for P/Op{P) if
(1) S € Sylp(P).
(2) No nontrivial subgroup of 5 is normal in P and H.
(3) S < H.
Take X to be a finite group and S G Sylp(X). Notice that if M is a maximal p-local but not a p-parabolic of X (i.e., Nx{S) <£ M) then one clearly has a pushing-up amalgam. Or if Nx{S) is contained in a unique maximal p-local M of X, then one also has a pushing-up amalgam, unless of course M is strongly embedded. We further remark that there is some motivation in changing (1) to require simply that S be a p-group containing Op{P). (See [Gn, p. 280] and [C] .) This actually does not entail any essential changes in the argument of our theorem below. So as a general goal, given any pushing-up amalgam for a chev(p)-group one would like to be able to describe S. In this note we give a small indication to be optimistic about solving this problem in general. (See also [M] .) Specifically, we consider pushing-up amalgams for chev(p)-groups satisfying Hypothesis A below. First, we define a GF(p)X-module W to be an FF-module if Cx{W) is a p'-group and X has a nontrivial elementary abelian p-group A such that \W : CV(A)| < |A|. A is called an offending subgroup. HYPOTHESIS A. X is a group where X/cp{X) is simple. For any irreducible FF, GF{p)X-module W and any quadratic offending subgroup A of X, we have {1)\W:CW(A)\ = \A\.
(2) A is a maximal quadratic subgroup of X.
(3) If A Ç S G Sylp(X), then there exist g G X such that (A,S9) = X and whenever A$S, (A, {AS9))S = X.
P. S. FAN
By Lemma (2.3) in [T] and Lemma (2.1) in [S] we see that U^q), U${q),G2{q), q even, Ag, and SL2(<7) satisfy Hypothesis A.
To state our result, we require some standard definitions from the amalgam method. (For the details see [G] and §2 below.) Given the amalgam P 2 S Ç H, G = P *s H acts faithfully on the completion graph T -T{G;P,H), and there exist adjacent vertices a and ß in T such that Ga = P, Gß = H and Ga,ß = S.
We set Za = (n1{Z{S)):SGSylp{Ga)) and let b = min{d(A,a): Za £ G^]}.
THEOREM. If P 2 S Ç H is a pushing-up amalgam for a group satisfying Hypothesis A, then b < 4.
The point of course is that, in general, 6 < 4 along with the group P/Op{P) always yield a strong bound on the number of noncentral p-chief factors of P in Op{P). To see the reason below, it is advisable to consult §2 for some definitions. Take (a, a + 1,..., a + 5) Ç T where {a, a + 4) is a critical pair and let GQ(¿) = DxeGo GZ,c+i-We then See fr0m (3-2-2) and (3-L4) tftat (^a+4)0P(Ga) = GQ and that (Za+4) centralizes Gat5y Hence the noncentral p-chief factors are all contained in Op{Ga)/Gai^) = GQ(2)/GQ(4) and GQ(4)/Ga(5). We now observe that |Op(GQ)/Ga(5)| depends only on |GQ/Op(GQ)|, since Ga,a+J Ç G^ for j odd. Furthermore, for each pushing-up group Ga/Op{Ga), one should then be able to calculate the detail structure of S as is done for example in [S and M] .
One final remark is that our use of the various parts of Hypothesis A is highly modular. Thus if one part of Hypothesis A is replaced by a weaker assumption, then this only entails a change in a very specific part of our argument.
Lemmas and notations.
Take P,H,S,G = P *s H, and the tree T to be as in §1. We let a,ß be adjacent vertices in T such that Ga = P, Gß = H and Gaß = S. A list of graph-theoretic notations follows. (1) ¿i ~ ¿2 if ¿i,¿2 are adjacent vertices in T.
(2) ¿>i = ¿>2 if d{6i,Ô2) is even, where d{ , ) is the usual distance metric on T.
(3) A{S) = {XGT: A~¿}.
(4) Given a vertex A on a path / in T, we write A + i or A -i {i G Z) to mean the obvious vertices on / distance i from A.
(5)G« = rv¿)<tGA.
(6) For p ^ a, we let Su -Ga%e for any e ~ p.
(7) For any 6 = a, we set Z6 = (n,Z(S) : S G Sylp(Gc)). (9) We say {6,6'), where 6 = a, is a critical pair if Zs ^ G6 and d{6,6') -b.
In the lemmas below, X is a finite group and S G Sylp(A).
(2.1) If V is a KX-module where char if = p and V = (Cv{S)x), then V = \V,X\CV{X).
PROOF. See (1.1) in [M] . □ License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2.2) Suppose V is an X-module, Op{X) = 1 and Op{X/4>{X)) is minimal normal in X/<p{X). Then either CX{V) Ç çh{X) or CV{S) C CV{X).
PROOF. Set L to be the inverse image of Op{X/<p{X)) in X and G = CX{V).
Then we claim that either G Ç L or L Ç C. For otherwise, we take T G Sylp(G) and observe that by Frattini's argument, X = CNX{T) = {CL{V)T)NX{T) = NX{T), which violates our hypothesis. Now we note that our claim easily implies the desired conclusion. D (2.3) LetX = X/Op{X) and let X/<j>{X) be simple. Let V = (CV{S)X)
be an FF GF{p)X-module where A Ç X is an offending subgroup. Suppose for all nontrivial irreducible FF GF{p)X-modules W, \W: CW(Ä)\ > |A|1/2. Then V/Cv{X) is an irreducible FF GF{p)X-module.
PROOF. Since <p{X) is a p'-group, it follows from (2.2) that any noncentral irreducible factor module in V is an FF X-module. Hence by our hypothesis, V contains a unique noncentral irreducible factor module. Therefore (2.1) yields that V/Cv{X) is an irreducible X-module. G We use the notation given in §2. Our hypothesis here is that GQ 2 Gaß Ç Gß, a ~ ß, is a pushing-up amalgam for Ga = Ga/Op{Ga) and Ga is a group satisfying Hypothesis A. Further, we might as well assume that B>1.
(2.4). Let Z = (f21(Z(S,))x). Suppose T <S and Y <X such that (TY) acts transitively on {fli{Z{S))x} and Y normalizes \Z,T\. Then [[Z,T],T] -
(3.1) The following hold.
(1) Gs acts transitively on A(¿>), for all 6 G F. Since Za = (CZa{S): S G Sylp(Ga)), from (2.2) and (3) we obtain (6). Lastly, (6) implies (7). D is an irreducible FF GF{p)Ga-module where Zai is a quadratic offending subgroup of Ga.
PROOF. (1) and (2) are given by (3.1.7). Now note that, by symmetry, we may assume (*) \za/za n op(Ga,)\ < \za>/za, n op{Ga)\.
By (3.1.6), this says that Za> is an offending subgroup of Ga acting on Za. Therefore, it follows from hypothesis (A.l), (2.3), and (3.2.1) that (3) holds and that we have equality in (*). Hence (3) is true with a and a' switched. D (3.3) 6<4.
PROOF. Let us suppose b > 6. In the context of our proof, whenever G¿,6 = a, has an unambiguous offending subgroup implicitly given by (3.2.3) we take gs to be an element of G s which gives the generational property in hypothesis (A.3). We make our argument in several steps.
(1) Let (a, a') be a critical pair and let a -1 = a + l9a. If 6 G A(q -1) such that {6, a' -2) is not a critical pair, then ZgZa < Ga.
Since b > 6, it follows from (3.1) that ZgZa act quadratically on Za>. Hence by (3.2) and hypothesis (A.2), we get that ZsZaOp{Ga') = ZaOp{Gai). We then observe that this means ZsZa Û (Zai,Sa-l).
The latter group by hypothesis (A.3) is Ga.
(2) There exists a half-line I = (..., a -2, a -1, a,..., a') such that for each i G Z, {a + 2i, a + 2i + b) Ç I is a critical pair and for each 6 G I with S = a and 6 -2,6 + 2 G I, we have «5 + 2^ = 6 -2.
Since (Zs: 6 G A{a -1)) ^ GQ, (1) immediately yields through induction a half-line h with the right amount of critical pairs, and such that for all pGh with p = a, p + l9" = p -1 where p + l,p -1 G l\. Now take any critical pair (A, A') in ii and let £ = A + 2gx. We claim that (£, A' -2) is also a critical pair. Suppose this is false. Then (1) says that ZçZ\ = Z\+ïZ\.
But this means that Z\-^+2 centralizes Z\+2Z\, which contradicts the fact that (A -b + 2, A + 2) is a critical pair. Therefore we may construct ¿i so that it passes through £ and hence by induction we obtain the existence of the half-line I.
(3) There is no critical pair (A, A') in I such that Z\> < S^+i in GaAssume (A, A') has the above normality property. Then we note that R = [Zx,Zx'\ = [Zx,ZyOp(Gx)\ < Sx+i-Thus as a consequence of hypothesis (A.3), (2), and 6 > 6, we get that R < (Z\<+2,S\ + l) = Gx + 2, and hence also that R < (Zy+4i Sx+3) -Ga+4-But this means R < G\, which is clearly impossible. is transitive on A(A + 4). Now we observe that as X\+2 is transitive on A(A + 2) and b > 6, we also know that X\+4 centralizes R.
Since g\+2 G X\+2S\+i, there exists some x G X\+2 such that A + 4X = A.
Therefore, we conclude that R is centralized by some X\ in G\ that acts transitively on A(o). This clearly violates (2.4). D
The proof of our theorem is now complete.
